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	WAARSCHUWING: 
	INTRODUCTIE: The Faculty of Arts at KU Leuven has a full-time academic vacancy (tenure track) in the domain of Digital Humanities.
	TITEL: 18 2003 Digital Humanities
	TITEL_OPDRACHT_ONDERZOEK: Research
	TEKST_CALLS: 
	CALLS_URL: 
	BESCHRIJVING_EENHEID: 
	URL_EENHEID: 
	TITEL_FUNCTIE: Duties
	FUNCTIE: 
	OPDRACHT_ONDERZOEK: <p>We are looking for a candidate with a PhD in one of the Arts Faculty's fields of cultural scholarship (history, literature, fine arts, musicology, archaeology, area studies) or in Digital Humanities and whose research shows substantial expertise in the application of digital techniques.. The candidate is expected to further develop a prominent profile in the interdisciplinary field of Digital Humanities. The research focus must be methodological, with an emphasis on data-analysis and the visualisation of large corpora using qualitative methods and meaning investigation. The candidate actively keeps up with international developments in digital media and technologies. The candidate is required to apply for research funding in the area of Digital Humanities, notably but not exclusively in the Horizon 2020 framework, in cooperation with diverse research units in the Arts Faculty. The candidate is expected to publish in internationally recognised Digital Humanities journals as first author, and to contribute to mainstream journals in various Arts Faculty disciplines as co-author. </p>
	TITEL_OPDRACHT_ONDERWIJS: Teaching
	OPDRACHT_ONDERWIJS: <p>The candidate will be expected to teach (in English) in the Arts Faculty's master programmes: minimally a course on data analysis in literary, cultural and historical research and a course on data visualisation for the Arts. The candidate will also teach in the Advanced Master of Science in Digital Humanities, jointly organised with Science &amp; Technology. The candidate will be responsible for a coherent strategy for Digital Humanities in alll programmes of the Arts Faculty. </p>
	TITEL_OPDRACHT_DIENSTVERLENING: Service
	OPDRACHT_DIENSTVERLENING: <p>As Head of Digital Humanities at the Arts Faculty the successful applicant will establish a Centre for Digital Humanities (DH@rtsLeuven) in the Faculty which will offer advice and support to researchers from all departments of the Faculty. The candidate will also be responsible for liasing within the University with other research units in the Humanities and Social and Behavioural Sciences and in Science &amp; Technology, as well as with external partners in Digital Humanities such as research networks like Dariah and Clarin. In cooperation with the Faculty Library, the Central Library and the University Library, the candidate will develop a policy plan for Digital Humanities support. </p>
	TITEL_PROFIEL: Requirements
	PROFIEL: <p>Applicants must hold a PhD in Digital Humanities or in one of the Arts Faculty'ss cultural research disciplines. </p><p> Additional degrees in statistics, computer sciences or information science are an asset.</p><p> Candidates must have an excellent track record in research and teaching. </p><p> An excellent command of English is required.</p><p> The administrative and educational language at KU Leuven is Dutch. If, at your appointment, you do not speak Dutch at all or do not speak it well, KU Leuven will provide a training offer that must equip you to be able to teach in Dutch and participate in administrative meetings within three years. </p>
	TITEL_AANBOD: Offer
	AANBOD: <p>We are offering full-time employment in an intellectually challenging environment. KU Leuven is a research-intensive, internationally oriented university that carries out both fundamental and applied scientific research. It is highly inter- and multidisciplinarily focused and strives for international excellence. In this regard, it actively works together with research partners in Belgium and abroad. It provides its students with an academic education that is based on high-quality scientific research.</p><p>You will work in Leuven, a historic, dynamic and lively city located in the heart of Belgium, within 20 minutes from Brussels, the capital of the European Union, and less than two hours from Paris, London and Amsterdam. </p><p>The appointment is for five years, followed by an evaluation. If the evaluation is positive, you will receive a permanent contract at the level of associate professor.</p><p>Before applying, candidates are kindly requested to contact Prof. Ortwin de Graef, vice-dean of research at the Faculty of Arts: ortwin.degraef@arts.kuleuven.be. </p><p>KU Leuven is committed to creating a diverse environment and is therefore an equal opportunity employer. It explicitly encourages candidates from groups that are currently underrepresented at the university to submit their applications.</p>
	TITEL_INTERESSE: Interested?
	INTERESSE: For more information please contact Prof. dr. Ortwin de Graef, tel.: +3216324874, mail: ortwin.degraef@arts.kuleuven.be or Prof. dr.<br />Luk Draye, tel.: +32 16 3 76845, mail: luk.draye@arts.kuleuven.be.<br />For problems with online applying, please contact Mrs. Valerie Vander Borght, tel.: +32 16 3 28325, mail:<br />personeelsbeheerZAP@kuleuven.be.
	TEKST_DEADLINE: You can apply for this job no later than September 30, 2013 via the online application tool :<br /><a href="http://www.kuleuven.be/solliciteren/52517392&amp;taal=E&amp;type=ZAP">http://www.kuleuven.be/solliciteren/52517392&amp;taal=E&amp;type=ZAP</a>
	TEKST_VAST: KU Leuven carries out an equal opportunity and diversity policy.



